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What is Mentoring? 

Mentoring is to support and encourage people to manage their own learning to maximize their potential, 
develop their skills, improve their performance and become the person they want to be. 

Source: Oxford dictionary 

 

Background:  

For years, field trial judges have been developed through an informal process of mentoring.  More recently, 
programs have been introduced to develop knowledge on the rule book and provide early experience to 
developing judges (apprenticeship program, judging seminars).  Training groups and infield discussions amongst 
colleagues continue to be an extremely important element of developing judges for the sport.  Despite these 
developments, we remain in a situation with a shortage of judges who have the knowledge, physical capability, 
and skill set required to judge North American spaniel field trials.  The fundamental issue does not seem to be a 
lack of people interested to take on the role or the need for more or better rules as laid out in the Standard 
Procedures for Judging Spaniel Trials. Rather, it is a problem that stems from a lack of quality experience and 
mentoring along the individual judge’s experience growth curve.  There is an old saying that “Good judgement 
comes from bad judgement, which comes from experience.”   Can we provide better support to interested 
judges, and in doing so, develop judgement for spaniel field trials? 

 A mentoring and feedback program for judges is hypothesized to develop better judgement and facilitate a 
judge’s positive development as they progress through their role.  Accordingly, judges at all stages of their 
career should seek to continuously improve their abilities.  Often, they do this by discussing with colleagues 
“judging situations” that frequently occur during a spaniel field trial. This routinely occurs formally and 
informally amongst colleagues.  The authors believe that the time has come to launch a voluntary program that 
would accentuate the growth of judges by making mentorship more formally available to those who are 
interested in improving their judging skills and expertise. 

 

Goal of Program 

The overall goals of the program are to: 

1) Improve the quality of judging in ESS field trials. 
2) Expand the pool of qualified judges with emphasis on creating National judges. 

 Quality can mean several things: 

- Developing a better understanding of the standards by which the dogs are judged and placed by all 
judges and consistently deploy them across the field in a given trial according to the situations and 
conditions of the event. 

- Developing a greater consistency in the judgements by the existing group of judges across all trials 
with similar situations. 

- Improving communications with co-judge and handlers on judgments. 
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Metrics for Evaluation of the Program? 

Satisfaction Metric 

- Increase participants assessment of quality judging over a 5-point baseline survey by 0.25 of a point 
within 2 years 

Increased satisfaction amongst the field trial community that they have had the opportunity to show 
their dog on that day and were consistently and fairly evaluated compared to the situations and the 
field.  An actual hard metric would require a pre-satisfaction survey and post-program evaluation.  Other 
metrics might be increased participation in trials, uptake, utilization, and growth of the mentorship 
program itself.  Although measuring satisfaction is difficult in the field trial competition given its very 
nature and the nature of some competitors, it does not mean it should not be done or is impossible.  
Just the opposite is true: it is the job of the organizers to grow the game and provide value to the 
reasonable participants. Only through working with the constituency can we determine if they believe 
their spend is worth the cost.  Providing good value while finding the right dogs to place should be our 
primary concern with judging.  This program endeavors to advance that objective. 

Capacity Metric 

- In 5 years develop a pool of 15 additional qualified new National Judges 
- Utilization? Of program and or of judges in program 
- Hard metric? 25 mentor judges, 50 mentees by end of year 2? 

 

About the Program 

This program is currently being tested by concerned judges looking for a methodology that can improve the 
quality of our judging over time.  Neither the ESSFTA nor the AKC are promoting this program, although the 
ESSFTA (Parent Club) has heard the concerns of the handlers and judges and have instituted several guidelines 
to further the improvement of judging such as the apprentice program and minimum requirements for 
prospective judges.  These were positive and did address the new, inexperienced judge; however, once a person 
becomes a listed judge, there is nothing formal to help them continue to learn or improve their skills. 

The basis of this continuous improvement program is a one-on-one interaction between two judges.  Initially, 
this means that a junior or senior judge will shag birds behind the active trial judge of either the open or the 
amateur stake of a trial and will closely monitor each dog down just as the active judge will do.  The mentoring 
judge will observe the active judge’s handling of the many different situations, decisions made and interactions 
with the handlers, guns and co-judge and make notes about these observations accordingly for reference in 
their discussion after the trial is over.  The mentoring judge is basically looking for differences between what 
he/she and the active judge do in the many situations during a field trial and then be able to review each of 
these differences in a post-trial conversation.  Examples might be a possible passed bird situation, a retrieve sent 
or not sent on, giving tongue, hard mouth, delivery, line manners, etc.  – the list can be quite long.  This 
conversation between two mature adults striving for the same thing – judging improvement – should be 
constructive but with frank discussions about each situation and how/why it was right or it was wrong. Not all 
judging decisions are clearly black or white; the joint discussion may give clarity to the judgement.  This would 
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be a private conversation that would not be shared with anyone else. Both participants must feel comfortable 
that they can speak freely without repercussions.  This program can only work if the two participants are open-
minded, free thinkers and honest with themselves and those around them (handlers, dogs, co-judge).   

The active judge and the mentoring judge cannot discuss anything about the dogs running until placements 
have been made by the two active judges.  This is very important, the active judge should in no way be 
interfered with by the mentoring judge while judging and placing dogs WITHOUT EXCEPTION.  If a clear error is 
being made by the active judge, it cannot be addressed until after the trial is over.   

The entire premise of this program is based on the many discussions in the past between judges concerned 
about their personal quality of judging who would ask a fellow judge about how they would have handled a 
specific situation.  Similarly, situations when making placements and discussing the 3rd series dogs – both judges 
saw the same dog, same handler, same birds but may have reached different conclusions about what happened.  
Two well-meaning and honest judges will talk it through and a decision will be made; perhaps one or both of 
them also moved up the learning curve. 

The foundation of this program is a shared interest in improving oneself and others through constructive 
conversations for our Springer community.  If a judge is incapable of having such a constructive conversation 
with a fellow judge, then it is easy to determine he or she should, indeed, not be a judge.  

 

Process for Deployment and Management of Program 

• Establish an online list of potential mentors with a short bio and the geographic area they would consider. 
• Enable potential candidates to submit a short request for mentorship to an administrator, including names 

of 5 potential mentors. 
• Admin forwards request to proposed mentors. 
• Mentors determine if they are willing and able to take on that person. 
• Mentorship activities could include postmortems done on trials that the mentor was not in attendance or be 

the full in-person approach above. 
• Note: discussing a trial after with a mentor would require a simple modification of the “Judge is like Caesar’s 

wife” rule to not include post mortem with an acknowledged mentor. 

 

This test program is the result of many discussions between judges and some handlers.  I have written this short description 
as a place to begin and to give us something to work from and improve as best we can over time. Please contact me with 
any comments, questions and suggestions.   

Bob Iversen 
bob@springercreekranch.com 
281-221-1467 
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